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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT
I hope everyone's summer is
off to a great start!
With everyone in the office
fully vaccinated, the student
team is able to return to a
more normal work
environment. Students have
been able to experience a
more typical summer
without having to social distance or wear masks.
Student Agencies operations have also continued
strongly, with the Big Red Shipping and Storage
team having executed the move-out of hundreds of
Cornell students.
We are also planning on holding building opening
events during the weekend of August 14th. All
alumni are welcome to come see and tour the new
building and celebrate its successful completion. If
you expect to be in Ithaca that weekend, please
email president@studentagencies.com.
Again, we strongly encourage alumni to join the

Student Agencies Connect platform! With this
platform, alumni can reconnect with fellow
classmates and student managers, offer
mentorship and career advice to our
undergraduates, and expand their current
networks within the Student Agencies
community. You may do so by visiting the
following link:
https://connect.studentagencies.com. Stay
tuned for more updates in our next newsletter!
This edition of eNews will include the following:
-

A Letter from the President of SAI
Ch ar les Lee ('22)
An eLab Spotlight on Hover
A Student Executive Spotlight on Lou is
Wh it t le ('22)
An Alumni Spotlight on Nat h an iel
Pollack ('07)

Sincerely,
Sh ar on Dau k (M BA '89)
Chairwoman and President
Student Agencies Foundation

.

Dear Student Agencies Alumni ,
I hope everyone had an
enjoyable 4th of July
weekend. As we
approach the middle of
the summer, our
busiest period of
operations is well
underway. Big Red
Shipping and Storage,
Campus Promotions, and Hired Hands are all
working hard to ensure a successful peak
period.

the team transitioned to a fixed price
model, charging customers based on box
size brackets. This change increased the
efficiency of our field reps who no longer
needed to tediously measure and weigh
each individual box. Peak was much
smoother with reduced customer
complaints and increased margins.
Furthermore, due to the successful
marketing efforts of Drew and Alayna, the
Big Red team was able to conduct more
appointments on-campus than in recent
years. Big Red is now preparing for
pre-arrival. Given our success in August
2020, we hope to grow our customer base
from pre-pandemic levels and reach a
larger number of freshmen with this
service.

Through the tail end of May and the start of
June, the Big Red Shipping and Storage team
ran a profitable and unique peak. This year,

Campus Promotions managers Bridget
and Natalie have spent the last two
months visiting a wide range of local

LETTERFROM2021SAI PRESIDENT,
CHARLESLEE('22)

. businesses to gauge interest in their
publications. While the impacts of Covid are
still felt by the local business community,
many business owners seem optimistic
about the full fledged return of students to
campus this fall. Capitalizing on this
excitement, the Campus Promotions
managers have used their slick
salesmanship and persistence to exceed
their budget for the Map and Gorge and will
be finalizing the publication in the next two
weeks.
Hired Hands has also had a very strong start
to the summer. This year, we have
experienced a high demand for
long-distance and residential moves. To
meet this, Hired Hands has recruited a core
group of Cornell athletes and Ithaca College
students who have been reliable and willing
to work a significant number of jobs. Thanks

to their exceptional work ethic, the team
has also secured several commercial
contracts. They will be working closely with
Cornell to assist in the renovations of
several on-campus buildings. Managers
Louis and Josh have built out a strong
pipeline in July and are optimistic that they
will be able to exceed their summer
budget.
Finally, the Student Agencies Building is
almost complete. With an expected
Certificate of Occupancy date in the first
week of August, the final walkthroughs for
the building are now underway. Overall, I
have been impressed with the quality of
the units, especially the floor-to-ceiling
glass in the units facing Oak Avenue on the
third and fourth floors. The furniture,
signage, gym equipment, package systems,
and trash compactor will be arriving over

. the next four weeks. Once these items are
installed, the building will be fully
operational and ready for tenants to move
in! The building?s new front desk is also
nearly complete and, with the support of
Bonnie, I am working towards offering a full
range of services to our expanded tenant
base.
I wish everyone an enjoyable July and look
forward to reporting on the opening of the
building.

Yours Sincerely,
Ch ar les Lee '22
President, 2021

.

ANELABSPOTLIGHTONHOVER
This month, we are spotlighting eLab team
Hover who are impassioned to help
lesser-known streamers get discovered. The
co-founder and CTO, M ich ael M ait lan d (?22),
has been working on this platform for three
years now and has grown the team to 13.
Michael is in the College of Engineering
studying Computer Science. Michael and the
two other co-founders met at an internship
while they were gaming together. They
started working on a project centered around
the idea of posting gaming clips no matter
what you gamed on. Later on, they recruited
Jack St et t n er (?22), a computer science
major in the College of Arts and Sciences,
along with nine other students to help
develop, improve and market their product.
Their product, Hover, is a place where
streamers can get discovered. On the
platform, gamers can post short gaming clips

that highlight either the gamer ?s
personality or skill, giving them a place
to build a resume of organic content.
The platform is built in a way where
people can easily discover new content.
It is laid out similarly to the social media
platform TikTok, with a discovery feed
you can easily scroll through.
Additionally, the app allows users to
follow gamers of their choosing directly
on Twitch, a video live streaming service
that many gamers use. With Hover, the
team hopes to improve the visibility of
lesser-known streamers. The issue with
live streaming is that 95% of streamers
get maybe five viewers while a select few
attract thousands upon thousands of
viewers, making millions of dollars for
their daily streams. On large platforms, it
is nearly impossible for small streamers
to gain traction given the lack of
promotion. Hover seeks to address this
problem by providing a centralized place

for gamers and viewers to discover new
people.
When they began Hover, the team was
building a product they thought people
wanted without knowing the problem they
were seeking to address. Since joining eLab,
the Hover team has shifted into a more
customer-centric mindset. This is largely
thanks to the Designing New Ventures class
that all eLab cohort members must take.
This course focuses on customer discovery
and calls upon the students to go out and
talk to potential customers. The Hover team
would hop into random twitch streams or
enter discord communities to ask people on
these platforms about issues facing the
streaming community. As they heard from
more gamers, they zeroed in on the issue
facing small streamers and were able to
form a more concrete idea of what their
product would be. A big aid in the customer
discovery process has been the utilization of
a Hover discord channel in which over 1,000

users provide feedback for the app. With
the discord channel, Hover has
established a tight feedback loop that
allows the Hover team to quickly address
any issues that arise and to create a
product that is tailored to the needs of
their target customers.
Currently, the team is focused on
growing the number of users on their
platform and implementing a marketing
strategy that would work best for their
user base. The Hover team is finding the
most effective and cheapest way to gain
users, with a goal of reaching a million
users. Right now, the Hover app has over
5,300 users, with more joining each day.
Another goal for Hover is to improve
their retention rate by increasing user
engagement within the app.
Once Hover has a significant user base,
they will look to monetize their product.
Until now, they were solely focused on

building the right product and attracting a user
base. The team is currently looking at two
potential approaches for this. The first is for
gamers to pay for exposure. Similar to ads on
Instagram or Facebook, gamers could pay to
boost their reach and promote their videos.
This option is a fairly popular option used in
the social media world, and gamers have
shown interest in wanting to do this in the
Hover app already. The second option is trying
to attract big gaming companies to advertise
on their platform. Since Hover has a very
specific target audience of serious video
gamers, this would be a great way for larger
companies to advertise.
Maitland (?22) and Stettner (?22) want to give a
shout out to two special groups of people that
have helped them tremendously with their
product so far. The first is their eLab advisors
whom they meet with every month for direct
helpful feedback. The second is their loyal
customer base that helps them to
continuously improve their product.
Additionally, if anyone wants to be involved

with the Hover team, please reach out to
either Michael Maitland at
mtm68@cornell.edu or Jack Stettner at
jws397@cornell.edu

.

of the Declaration of
ANINTRODUCTIONTOHIREDHANDS signing
Independence. How silly.
GENERALMANAGERLOUISWHITTLE Louis was drawn to Cornell for a few
reasons: the vast amount of ?nature to do,?
('22)
the chance to experience the Northeast,
This month we would like to
introduce one of the
general managers of the
Hired Hands team, Lou is
Wh it t le (?22) who is a rising
senior studying Policy
Analysis and Management

and, as a recruited athlete, the opportunity
to row for an elite program. Most
importantly, Louis was excited to surround
himself with a diverse group of people: ?at
Cornell you get to meet so many cool and
interesting people? it?s really what makes
the experience.? Aside from his immense
Student Agencies commitment, Louis is
in the School of Human Ecology with minors
involved in Big Red Leadership Institute,
in Business and Applied Economics and
PAM mentorship group, and serves as a
Management. Born in Leicestershire,
captain of the men?s lightweight rowing
England, Louis spent his early years there
team. As an experienced team member
until he moved to the Bay Area with his
and leader, Louis has taken on the hefty
mom, dad, and two sisters. Ironically, despite
demands of being a Hired Hands General
his British roots, Louis?favorite holiday is the
Manager well.
Fourth of July, otherwise known as
Independence Day in commemoration of the After working a Big Red peak in the spring

of 2020, Louis was excited about the
prospect of joining the Student Agencies
team. With the Ivy League?s cancellation of
competitive athletics this past school year,
Louis, like many other athletes, found
himself with an unprecedented amount of
free time on his hands. In a normal year,
balancing athletics with a position at
Student Agencies would be nearly
impossible, but recognizing the opportunity
to expand his Cornell experience, Louis
applied and was subsequently hired for the
Hired Hands GM position.
Managing the most demanding division of
Student Agencies has presented many
challenges for Louis and his co-manager
Josh. Regardless, Louis is grateful for the
experience the job has offered. Not only
has it given him hands-on experience with
leadership and handling high stakes
situations, but it has also allowed him to

meet amazing people. When talking about
the team of workers that Louis and Josh rely
on for Hired Hands to operate, Louis shared
that they are ?the hardest working guys I
have ever met. They?re all just really
great? despite the tough hours and tiring
work, they never complain and always
show-up. We always have loads of fun. The
opportunity to meet the guys we hire for our
jobs has really made it all the more worth it.?
When we asked Louis about his plans after
college and whether or not Hired Hands has
influenced them in any way, he scoffed and
said ?I hate that question.? After some
coaxing, we were able to get him to share a
little bit about his lifelong dream of escaping
to Nepal and becoming a Sherpa: ?I get that
it?s a tough job, but after working Hired
Hands, I really think I have what it takes. Grit,
guts, and gains: that?s all you need. Scaling
Everest is definitely on the bucket list, and I

think doing it as a Sherpa would enhance the
experience.?
Thank you, Louis, for sitting down with us for
our spotlight article interview. Tune in next
month to learn about the other half of the
hired hands dynamic duo: Josh Lehrman (?23).
Some fun facts about our guy Lou:
Favor it e Cook ie? Wegman's M&Ms
Favor it e M eal? His mum?s shepherd?s pie
Hidden Talen t ? Can eat unlimited chocolate
chip cookies
Favor it e Holiday? 4th of July
Favor it e Soccer Team ? Tottenham
Favor it e Player ? Harry Kane
Favor it e SAI Team ? Campus
Promotions/Social Chairs (Nat & Bridge) ?They
bring the funk?
Fat al Flaw ? Has never tried peanut butter

ANALUMNISPOTLIGHTONNATHANIEL
POLLACK('07)
Nat h an iel Pollack (?07) was kind enough to
meet with us this month to provide us with some
great insight into his time at Student Agencies.
Nate was born in Troy, New York, and ultimately
decided upon Cornell for two main reasons: the
undergraduate business program and the
uniqueness of Cornell?s academic setup, with a
broad array of classes to choose from while still
being part of a smaller, focused college. Outside
of Student Agencies, he also was part of Cornell?s
Entrepreneur Organization which helped shaped
his view of entrepreneurship and the role of
technology in people?s lives.
Nate was attracted to Student Agencies because
of the real-world business experience it offers.
Nate detailed this by saying: ?to have
responsibility for a business while having real
money at stake was an opportunity that most
people do not get until after college.? He worked

at Student Agencies for two years, his first
being spent in the New Business Initiatives
Group and his second on the executive
team as CFO. Prior to Nate's stint at SAI, the
Cornellian Yearbook had been a club run
through Cornell. Along with his co-manager
of New Business Initiatives? a group
tasked with expanding the reach of Student
Agencies? Nate brought the Cornellian
Yearbook underneath the greater Student
Agencies umbrella, believing it ?fit with the
ethos of Student Agencies? and that they
could make it a successful business. This
acquisition gave Nate real world
experience with making a business plan
from scratch, understanding a business
model and negotiating with suppliers. Like
many other Student Agencies alumni we
have spoken with, Nate attributes a lot of
his growth to the guidance and mentorship
of the former SAI CEO Dan Kathan.
We asked Nate about some of his favorite

memories from his time at Student Agencies:
?it?s tough to pinpoint just one great moment,
but successfully integrating the Cornellian
Yearbook in such a short period of time was
all-around a fun experience.? Nate went on to
humor us with his most terrifying memories.
First, he recalled driving a truck for Big Red
Shipping and Storage when he almost
knocked over a gas pump and nearly ?blew
the place up?? luckily, Nate lives to tell the
tale and only bumped over a curb, an
experience that I am sure many of us at
Student Agencies can relate to. Less
life-threatening, but terrifying nonetheless,
Nate also remembered the disaster they
encountered when printing the Cornellian for
the first time: ?the publisher made a mistake
and spelled Cornellian wrong on the spine of
the book. The publisher (on their nickel) had
to print new books for every single
customer.? While these were stressful
moments, Nate is grateful for the learning
opportunities they afforded him and the

laughs they provide today.
After Nate graduated from Cornell, he started
his career working for Lehman Brothers in
sales and trading. After having started at
Lehman in 2007, Nate, like many others,
moved onto work for Barclays and various
other firms in financial roles. In 2014, he
moved to California in an area south of San
Fransisco to work for a cybersecurity firm
called Symantec. While there, he worked in
Investor Relations and later in the Office of
CTO. Currently, Nate still lives south of San
Francisco with his wife and daughter
Vivienne, now working for the online personal
styling service company, Stitch Fix. He loves
working for a consumer facing business and
seeing the company?s first-hand impact.
Nate detailed the three ways that Student
Agencies helped him foster his personal and
professional growth. First, he was able to put
into practice early what you learn in the
classroom. Second, he was able to learn how

to tackle conflicts head-on and think
creatively about problem-solving. And lastly,
he was able to assess risk in a
money-cautious way: ?being scrappy to make
money? is an essential part of being
successful on the Student Agencies team.
Thank you for your time, Nate!

